The nature and origin of the asteroids orbiting in near-Earth space, including those on a potentially hazardous trajectory, is of both scientific interest and practical importance. We aim here at determining the taxonomy of a large sample of near-Earth and Marscrosser asteroids and analyze the distribution of these classes with orbit. We use this distribution to identify the source regions of near-Earth objects and to study the strength of planetary encounters to refresh asteroid surfaces. We measure the photometry of these asteroids over four filters at visible wavelengths on images taken by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). These colors are used to classify the asteroids into a taxonomy consistent with the widely used Bus-DeMeo taxonomy (DeMeo et al., Icarus 202, 2009) based on visible and near-infrared spectroscopy. We report here on the taxonomic classification of 206 near-Earth and 776 Mars-crosser asteroids determined from SDSS photometry, representing an increase of 40% and 663% of known taxonomy classifications in these populations. Using the source region mapper by Greenstreet et al. (Icarus, 217, 2012), we compare for the first time the taxonomic distribution among near-Earth and main-belt asteroids of similar diameters. Both distributions agree at the few percent level for the inner part of the Main Belt and we confirm this region as a main source of near-Earth objects. The effect of planetary encounters on asteroid surfaces are also studied by developing a simple model of forces acting on a surface grain during planetary encounter, which provides the minimum distance at which a close approach should occur to trigger resurfacing events. By integrating numerically the orbit of the 519 S-type and 46 Q-type asteroids in our sample back in time for 500,000 years and monitoring their encounter distance with Venus, Earth, Mars, and Jupiter, we seek to understand the conditions for resurfacing events. The population of Q-type is found to present statistically more encounters with Venus and the Earth than S-types, although both S-and Q-types present the same amount of encounters with Mars.
Introduction
Asteroids are the leftovers of the building blocks that accreted to form the planets in the early Solar System. They are also the progenitors of the constant influx of meteorites falling on the planets, including the Earth. Apart from the tiny sample of rock from asteroid (25 143) Itokawa brought back by the Hayabusa spacecraft (Nakamura et al. 2011) , these meteorites represent our sole possibility to study in details the composition of asteroids. Identifying their source regions is crucial to determine the physical conditions and abundances in elements that reigned in the protoplanetary nebula around the young Sun (see, e.g., McSween et al. 2006) . From the analysis of a bolide trajectory, it is possible to reconstruct its heliocentric orbit and to find its parent body (e.g., Gounelle et al. 2006 ), but such determinations have been limited to a few objects only (Rudawska et al. 2012) .
Among the different dynamical classes of asteroids, the nearEarth and Mars-crosser asteroids (NEAs and MCs), whose orEmail address: benoit.carry@oca.eu (B. Carry) bits cross that of the telluric planets, form a transient population. Their typical lifetime is of a few million years only Morbidelli et al. 2002) before being ejected from the Solar System, falling into the Sun, or impacting a planet. These populations are therefore constantly replenished by asteroids from the main asteroid belt, the largest reservoir of known small bodies, between Mars and Jupiter.
The resonances between the orbits of asteroids and that of Jupiter have been long thought (Wetherill 1979; Wisdom 1983) to provide the kick in eccentricity necessary to place asteroids on planet-crossing orbits. It was later found that the secular resonance ν 6 , delimiting the inner edge of the main belt, and the 3:1 mean-motion resonance (MMR) with Jupiter, separating the inner from the middle belt, were the most effective, compared to the 5:2 resonance, for instance, which tends to eject asteroids from the solar system (see Morbidelli et al. 2002 , for a review). The major role played by the ν 6 resonance was confirmed by the comparison between the reflectance spectra of the most common meteorites, the ordinary chondrites (OCs, 80% of all meteorite falls), the dominant class in the near-Earth space, the S-type asteroids (about 65% of the observed popu-lation, Binzel et al. 2004) , and the dynamical family of S-types asteroids linked with (8) Flora in the inner belt (Vernazza et al. 2008) .
The NEAs also represent ideal targets for space exploration owing to their close distance from Earth. This proximity is quantified by the energy required to set a spacecraft on a rendezvous trajectory and is often expressed as ∆v (in km/s), the required change in speed. This is the reason why the first mission to an asteroid targeted the Amor (433) Eros (Veverka et al. 2000) , why all the targets of sample-return missions were selected among NEAs: (25 143) Itokawa for JAXA Hayabusa (Fujiwara et al. 2006) , (101 955) Bennu for NASA OSIRIS-REx (Origins-Spectral Interpretation-Resource Identification-Security-Regolith Explorer, Lauretta et al. 2011) , (162 173) Ryugu for JAXA Hayabusa2 (Yano et al. 2010), and (175 706) 1996 FG3 and (341 843) 2008 EV5 for the former ESA M3/M4 candidate MarcoPolo-R (Barucci et al. 2012 ) and ARM (Asteroid Redirect Mission, Abell et al. 2015) , and why the recent proposition for a demonstration project of an asteroid deflection by ESA, AIDA (Asteroid Impact & Deflection Assessment, Murdoch et al. 2012) , targets the NEA (65 803) Didymos. This latter point, the protection from asteroid hazard, is certainly the most famous aspect of the asteroid research known to the general public, and has triggered many initiatives leading to breakthroughs in NEA discovery and characterization of their surface and physical properties (see, e.g., Binzel 2000; Stokes et al. 2000; Ostro et al. 2002; Binzel et al. 2004; Jedicke et al. 2007; Mainzer et al. 2011a; Mueller et al. 2011, among others) .
In both attempting to link NEAs and MCs transient populations with their source regions and meteorites and designing a protection strategy, the study of their composition is key. Indeed, dynamical studies allows to determine relative probabilities of the origin of asteroids belonging to those populations (e.g., Bottke et al. 2002; Greenstreet et al. 2012) . These links are however not sufficient, and must be ascertained by compositional similarities (Vernazza et al. 2008; Binzel et al. 2015; . Moreover, different compositions yield different densities and internal structure/cohesion (Carry 2012) , and an asteroid on a impact trajectory with Earth of a given size will require a different energy to be deflected or destroyed according to its nature (Jutzi and Michel 2014) .
Here, we aim at classifying a large number of near-Earth and Mars-crosser asteroids into broad compositional groups by using imaging archival data. We present in Section 2 the procedure we used to retrieve the photometry at visible wavelengths from the publicly available images of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). We describe in Section 3 how we use the SDSS photometry to classify the objects into the commonly-used BusDeMeo taxonomy of asteroids (DeMeo et al. 2009 ), following the work by DeMeo and Carry (2013) . We present the results of the classification in Section 4 before discussing their implications for source regions in Section 5 and for surface rejuvenation processes in Section 6.
Visible photometry for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a wide-field imaging survey dedicated to observing galaxies and quasars at different wavelengths. From 1998 to 2009, the survey covered over 14,500 square degrees in 5 filters: u ′ , g ′ , r ′ , i ′ , z ′ (centered on 355.1, 468.6, 616.5, 748 .1 and 893.1 nm), with estimated limiting magnitude of 22.0, 22.2, 22.2, 21.3, and 20 .5 for 95% completeness (Ivezić et al. 2001) .
The Moving Object Catalog
In the course of the survey, 471,569 moving objects were identified in the images and listed in the Moving Object Catalogue (SDSS MOC, currently in its 4th release, including observations through March 2007). Among these, 220,101 were successfully linked to 104,449 unique objects corresponding to known asteroids (Ivezić et al. 2001) . The remaining 251,468 moving objects listed in the MOC corresponded to unknown asteroids at the time of the release (August 2008) .
First, we keep objects assigned a number or a provisional designation only, i.e., those for which we can retrieve the orbital elements. Among these, we select the near-Earth and Mars-crossers asteroids according to the limits on their semimajor axis, perihelion, and aphelion listed in Table 1 , resulting in 2071 observations of 1315 unique objects. We then remove observations that are deemed unreliable: with any apparent magnitudes greater than the limiting magnitudes reported above (Section 2.1), or any photometric uncertainty greater than 0.05. These constraints remove a large portion of the dataset (about 75%), primarily due to the larger typical error for the z ′ filter. While there is only a small subset of the sample remaining, we are assured of the quality of the data (see DeMeo and Carry 2013 , for additional information on the definition of photometric cuts). Additionally, for higher errors, the ambiguity among taxonomic classes possible for an object becomes so large that the classification (Section 3) becomes essentially meaningless. In this selection process, we kept 588 observations of 353 individual asteroids from the SDSS MOC4, as listed in Table 1 .
Identifying unknown objects in the MOC4
As mentioned above, more than half of the MOC4 entries had not been linked with known asteroids. At the time of the release (August 2008), about 460,000 asteroids had been discovered and 350,000 were numbered (i.e., had well-constrained orbits allowing easy cross-matching with SDSS detected sources). The current number of discovered asteroids has now risen above 700,000, with more than 370,000 numbered objects. We therefore use the improved current knowledge on the asteroid population to link unknown MOC sources to known objects.
We use the Virtual Observatory (VO) SkyBoT cone-search service (Berthier et al. 2006 ), hosted at IMCCE 1 , for that purpose. SkyBoT pre-computes weekly the ephemeris of all known Solar System objects for the period 1889-2060, and -310  383  622  567  Total  -----353  474  825  678   Table 1 : Definition of the dynamical classes of near-Earth and Mars-crosser asteroids used in present study, based on the semi-major axis (a), perihelion (q), and aphelion (Q) of their orbit. All the objects have a perihelion inward of Mars aphelion (Q ♂ ) at 1.666 au. The number of objects listed in the SDSS MOC4 (Section 2.2), identified in SDSS MOC4 using SkyBoT (SVO-MOC, Section 2.3), and by the SVO NEA project (Section 2.4) are also listed. See Fig. 1 for the distribution of these objects in the orbital element space.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 Semi-major axis (au) The black dots represent the first 10,000 main-belt asteroids, the grey dots the 532 NEAs with spectral classification from the literature (see Section 3.2), and the black circles, red squares, blue triangle, and green stars the Atens, Apollos, Amors, and Mars-crossers we classify from SDSS.
stores their heliocentric positions with a time step of 10 days, allowing fast computation of positions at any time. The conesearch tool allows to request the list of known objects within a field of view at any given epoch as seen from Earth in typically less than 10 s. We send 251,468 requests to SkyBoT, corresponding to the 251,468 unknown objects in the MOC4, centered on the MOC4 object's coordinates, at the reported epoch of observation, within a circular field of view of 30 arcseconds. Although many asteroids among the 700,000 known have position uncertainty larger than this value (as derived from their orbital parameter uncertainty), this cut ensures that we only keep objects with a high probability to be linked with the MOC sources.
To further restrict the number of false-positive associations, we compare the position, apparent motion, and apparent magnitude of the MOC sources to that predicted from ephemeris provided by SkyBoT, based on the database of orbital elements AstOrb 2 . We consider successful association of SDSS sources with SkyBoT entry if the positions are closer than 30 ′′ , the apparent V-Johnson magnitudes do not differ by more than 0.5, and the apparent motions are co-linear (difference in dα cos(δ)/dt and dδ/dt of less than 3 ′′ /h). However, neither SkyBoT nor MOC4 provide estimates on the uncertainty in the apparent velocity. The only information is the uncertainty in the velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the SDSS scanning direction. The mean value of this error (both in the parallel and in the perpendicular direction) is of 1 ′′ /h. We are taking this value as one standard deviation to set the cut above. Of the 251,468 unidentified MOC sources, SkyBoT provides known asteroids within 30 arcseconds for 68,497 (27%), corresponding to 41,055 unique asteroids. We trim this value to 57,646 (36,730 asteroids) for which the association can be considered certain. The vast majority of these now-identified asteroids have orbits within the main belt (35,404, corresponding to 96%), but some are NEAs (48, 0.1%), or MCs (73, 0.2%). Their respective numbers are reported in Table 1 . The complete list of MOC entries associated to known asteroids (277,747 entries associated to 141,388 asteroids) is freely accessible 3 .
The SVO Near-Earth Asteroids Recovery Program
In addition, we search the images of the SDSS for NEAs and MCs that were either not identified as moving objects by the automatic SDSS pipeline, rejected by the MOC data selection 4 , or imaged after the latest compilation of the SDSS MOC4 (i.e., observed after March 2007). Indeed, only moving objects with an apparent motion between 0.05 and 0.050 deg/day were included in the MOC, leaving a significant fraction of NEAs uncataloged (Solano et al. 2013) .
We use the resources of the citizen-science project "NearEarth Asteroids Recovery Program" of the Spanish Virtual Observatory (SVO) which was originally designed for this very purpose: to identify and measure the astrometry of NEAs in archival imaging data (Solano et al. 2013) . For each Aten, Amor, Apollo, and Mars-crosser listed by the Minor Planet Center 5 (MPC), its ephemeris are computed over the period of operation of the SDSS imaging survey (1998 to 2009) and compared to the footprints of the images of the survey. The images possibly containing an object brighter than the SDSS limiting magnitude (V = 22) are then proposed to the public for identification through a web portal 6 . Since the beginning of the project in 2011, over 2,500 astrometry measurements of about 600 NEAs not identified in the MOC have been reported to the MPC (see Solano et al. 2013 , for details on the project).
To compute the photometry of the NEAs measured by the users we first searched in the photometric catalog of the 8th SDSS Data Release 7 . If no photometry associated with the NEA was found, we ran SExtractor on the corresponding images and calibrated the SExtractor magnitudes by comparing them with the SDSS magnitudes of the sources identified in the image.
Owing to the more stringent limiting magnitude in the z ′ filter, many asteroids are identified over three bands (g ′ r ′ i ′ ) only. We also report these objects here, although deriving a taxonomic classification is of course less accurate. Overall, we collect 1194 four bands (g ′ r ′ i ′ z ′ ) photometry measurements of 825 unique asteroids and 976 three-bands (g ′ r ′ i ′ ) photometry measurements of 678 distinct asteroids (Table 1 ). We present in Fig. 2 a comparison of our measurements with the magnitudes reported in the SDSS MOC4 for the common asteroids in both sets, showing excellent agreement (values agree with a standard deviation of 0.05 mag).
Taxonomic classification
The SDSS photometry has been used to classify asteroids according to their colors by many authors (e.g., Ivezić et al. 2002; Nesvorný et al. 2005; Parker et al. 2008; Carvano et al. 2010) . One key advantage of the survey was the almost simultaneous acquisition of all filters (5 min in total), hence limiting the impact of geometry-related lightcurve on the apparent magnitude. Here we follow the work by Carry (2013, 2014) in which the class definitions are set to be as consistent as possible with previous spectral taxonomies based on higher spectral resolution and larger wavelength coverage data sets, specifically Bus and Bus-DeMeo taxonomies (Bus and Binzel 2002; DeMeo et al. 2009 ). We present concisely the classification scheme below and refer to DeMeo and Carry (2013) for a complete description.
From SDSS to Bus-DeMeo taxonomy
First, we convert the photometry into reflectance (using solar colors from Holmberg et al. 2006) and normalize them to Comparison of the apparent magnitude measured by our system (SVO magnitude) with that reported in the SDSS MOC4 (SDSS magnitude) for the four g ′ , r ′ , i ′ , and z ′ filters. For each, the number of common objects is reported, for both four-bands (black circles) and three-bands (grey squares) sets. The inserted histograms show the distribution of the magnitude difference (MOC-SVO) unity in filter g ′ . Second, we compute the slope of the continuum over the g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ filters (hereafter gri-slope), and the z ′ −i ′ color (hereafter zi-color), representing the band depth of a potential 1 µm band, because they are the most characteristic spectral distinguishers in all major taxonomies (beginning with Chapman et al. 1975) . The classification into the taxonomy is then based on these two parameters.
As a results of the limited spectral resolution and range of SDSS photometry, we group together certain classes into broader complexes (see correspondences in Table 2 ). For asteroids with multiple observations that fall under multiple classifications, we use the tree-like selection to assign a final class (see DeMeo and Carry (2013) for details and DeMeo et al. (2014a) for an example of a spectroscopic confirmation campaign of the SDSS classification used here). We successfully classify 982 asteroids from the sample of 1015 near-Earth and Mars-crosser asteroids with four-bands photometry (i.e., 97% of the sample).
For objects with three-bands photometry only, we set their z ′ magnitude to the limiting magnitude of 20.5 (Ivezić et al. 2001) as an upper limit for their brightness. We then classify these asteroids using the scheme presented above. Because the magnitude of 20.5 in z ′ is an upper limit, the actual zi-color for these asteroids may be overestimated. The classification can therefore be degenerated, all the classes with similar gri-slope and lower zi-color being possible. We assign tentative classification to 254 asteroids from the sample of 678 near-Earth and Mars-crosser asteroids with three-bands photometry (i.e., 37% of the sample).
SDSS & Literature
Bus-DeMeo
Q O, Q/R/S, R, RS S S, S:, S(I→V), Sa, Sk, Sl, Sq, Sq:, Sr S V, V: V E, M, P, X, X:, XT, Xc, Xe, Xk X U, C(u), R(u), S(u), ST, STD, QX U Table 2 : Correspondence between the classes from different taxonomies (e.g., Tholen and Barucci 1989; Bus and Binzel 2002) found in the literature, used to classify the SDSS photometry (in bold), and their equivalence in the reduced version of the taxonomy by DeMeo et al. (2009) adopted here, following the work by DeMeo and Carry (2013) . We strive to preserve the most extreme classes (like A, B) and we convert the tentative classification (e.g., RS) into their broader, safer, complex (S). We also consider as unknown (U) any data of insufficient quality.
In all cases, we mark objects with peculiar spectral behavior with the historical notation "U" (for unclassified), and discard them from the analysis. There are 33 and 424 asteroids in the four-bands and three-bands photometry samples respectively for which we cannot assign a class. These figures highlight the ambiguity raised by the lack of information on the presence or absence of an absorption band around one micron, to which the z ′ filter is sensitive.
Gathering classifications from past studies
Many different authors have reported on the taxonomic classification of NEAs.
We gather here the results of Dandy et al. (2003) , Binzel et al. (2004) , Lazzarin et al. (2005 ), de León et al. (2006 ), de León et al. (2010 , Thomas and Binzel (2010 ), Popescu et al. (2011 ), Ye (2011 ), Reddy et al. (2011 ), Polishook et al. (2012 , Sanchez et al. (2013), and DeMeo et al. (2014b) . These authors used different taxonomic schemes to classify their observations, using either broad-band filter photometry or spectroscopy, at visible wavelengths only or also in the near infrared. We therefore transpose the classes of these different schemes (Tholen 1984; Tholen and Barucci 1989; Bus and Binzel 2002; DeMeo et al. 2009 ) into the single, consistent, set of 10 classes we already use for the SDSS data. Here also, we attribute the historical "U" designation for objects with apparently contradictory classifications (e.g., QX or STD in Ye 2011). These pathological cases represent 15% of the objects with multiple class determinations. In total, we gather 1022 classifications for 648 objects listed in the literature.
Results
We list in Table B .1 the photometry and the taxonomy of all 982 near-Earth and Mars-crossers asteroids with four-bands corresponds to the total number of discoveries (listed in AstOrb), the grey to the taxonomic classification found in the literature, the blue to the overlap between literature and present study, and the red the four-bands set. An approximative conversion to diameter is also reported, using D = 1329 × p −0.5 v × 10 −0.2H , with the geometric albedo p v taken as 0.2 (the majority, ≈60%, of the objects classified here being S-types).
photometry. The 254 asteroids with three-bands photometry are listed separately in Table B .2, because their taxonomic classification is less robust. In many cases, the upper limit of 20.5 for their z ′ magnitude provides a weak constraint on their taxonomy, and classes with high zi-color (mainly V-types) are more easily identified. This sample based on three-bands photometry only is therefore biased, but it can be used as a guideline for selecting targets for spectroscopic follow-ups. We concentrate below on the sample based on four-bands photometry.
The 206 NEAs presented here have absolute magnitudes between 12 and 23. Our sample fully overlaps with the size range of the 523 NEAs characterized by visible/near-infrared spectroscopy published to date and represents an increase of ≈40% of the current sample size (Fig. 3) . A significant fraction (46%) of the NEA population with H < 16 (about 2 km diameter for an albedo of 0.20) has a taxonomic classification. For smaller diameters, the fraction drops quickly to 10% and less. The subkilometer population of NEAs is therefore still poorly categorized.
The absolute magnitude of the 776 MCs reported here ranges from 11 to 19. Our sample represents the first classification of sub-kilometric Mars-crossers, and a sixfold increase to the sample of 117 MCs from spectroscopy (Fig. 3) . Similarly to NEAs, about 40% of the MC population with H < 14 (about 5 km diameter for an albedo of 0.20) now has a taxonomic classification, and the fraction drops quickly to 10% for smaller diameters.
Taxonomy and orbital classes
We present in Fig. 4 how the different classes distribute among the orbital populations. As already reported by Binzel et al. (2004) , the broad S-(including Q-types), C-, X-complexes, and V-types dominate the NEA population, the minor classes (A, B, D, K, L) accounting for a few percents only, similarly to what is found in the inner main belt Carry 2013, 2014) . We find that the S-complex encompasses twice as many objects as the C-and X-complexes, compared to the threefold difference reported by Binzel et al. (2004) .
The distribution of taxonomic classes among MCs is similar to that of Apollos and Amors (with only 8 Atens, our sample suffers from low-number statistics). Our findings of V-types accounting for roughly 5% of all MCs may therefore seem puzzling considering the lack of V-types among the ≈100 classified MCs highlighted by Binzel et al. (2004) . It is, however, an observation selection effect. Indeed, Mars-crossers are inner-main belt (IMB) asteroids which eccentricity has been increased by numerous weak mean-motion resonances ("chaotic diffusion", see Morbidelli and Nesvorný 1999) . The IMB hosting the largest reservoir of V-types in the solar system (Vestoids, Binzel and Xu 1993) , V-types were expected in MC space.
The size distribution of known Vestoids however peaks at H = 16 (about 1.5 km diameter), and the largest members have an absolute magnitude of 14 (we use the list of Vestoids from Nesvorny 2012). All the V-types identified here have an absolute magnitude above 14, and so does (31 415) 1999 AK23 (H = 14.4), the first V-type among MCs reported recently by Ribeiro et al. (2014) . Only 33 MCs had been characterized with this absolute magnitude or higher to date, and the previous lack of report of V-types among MCs is consistent with our findings.
Low-δv as space mission targets
Within the 206 NEA serendipitously observed by the SDSS, we identify 36 potential targets for space missions based on their accessibility. We select all the NEA with a δv below 6.5 km/s. As a matter of comparison, the required δv to reach the Moon and Mars are of 6.0 and 6.3 km/s (e.g., Abell et al. 2012) . We list in Table 3 the basic characteristics of these potential targets, together with the targets already, or planned to be, visited by spacecraft.
Among the list of low-δv objects, we find a large majority of S-types, following their dominance in the sample presented here of about 60%. We, however, note the presence of potential D-, L-, and K-types. To date, of the 24 taxonomic classes, only C-(Mathilde, Ceres), S-(Ida, Eros, Gaspra, Itokawa, and Toutatis), Xe-(Steins), Xk-(Lutetia), and V-types (Vesta) have been visited by spacecraft. These potential D-, L-, and K-types targets may represent good opportunities for exploration. Data in the visible can only suggest the presence of an absorption band at 1 µm, and near-infrared data is required to confirm these potential classifications.
Source regions
The population of NEAs being eroded on short timescale (< 10 My) by planetary collisions and dynamical ejections, new objects must be injected in the NEA space to explain the current observed population. We use our sample of 982 NEAs and MCs to identify possible source regions. For that, we use the source region mapper 8 by Greenstreet et al. (2012) , built on the result of numerical simulations of the orbital evolution of test particules in the five regions defined by Bottke et al. (2002) : ν 6 secular resonance, 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter, Mars-crossers (MC), Outer Belt (OB), and Jupiter Family Comet (JFC).
For each object, we compute its probability P i to originate from the i th source region. We then normalize all P i for each source region. The sum of the normalized P i over a given taxonomic class therefore represents the fraction of objects (by number) of this class in the source region (Table 4) . Uncertainties are computed from the source region mapper uncertainties, quadratically added with the margin of error (at 95% confidence level) to account for the sample size. We can then compare these predicted fractions to the observed distribution of taxonomic classes for each source region.
The vast majority of NEAs with taxonomic classification sustain diameters of less than 5 km (absolute magnitude above 14). Because the distribution of taxonomic classes in the main belt varies with diameter (DeMeo and Carry 2014), we need to compare the predicted fraction of Table 4 with objects with H > 14 in each source region. For the first time, thanks to the large dataset of asteroids provided by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), such information is available for the inner part of the main belt Carry 2013, 2014) and is reported in Table 4 (3 to 5 km diameter range).
The comparison of the ν 6 and 3:1 source regions (delimiting the inner belt) with the observations in Fig. 5 shows a very good match of the distributions (correlation coefficient of 0.99, maximum difference of 5%). This validates the dynamical path from the inner belt to the near-Earth space as described in the model by Greenstreet et al. (2012) . Although the inner belt is widely accepted as a major source for NEAs and meteorites (e.g., Bottke et al. 2002; Binzel et al. 2004; Vernazza et al. 2008; Binzel et al. 2015) , the relative contribution of the different source regions particularly with respect to asteroid size is still a matter of debate. For the first time, we compare here populations of the same size range.
Unfortunately, there is no similar data set for the other source regions (MC, OB, and JFC) to be compared with our prediction. We can still note the overall trend of increasing fraction of C/D/X-types in OB and JFC compared with the inner regions, as expected. The fraction of K-types peaks in the outer belt, place of the Eos family, also as expected, although a steady distribution of K-types across source regions is also consistent within uncertainties. We also note a strong correlation between MC and small inner-belt asteroid populations (correlation coefficient 0.97), which is not related to the origin of NEAs, but of MC themselves, via chaotic diffusion from the inner belt (see Morbidelli and Nesvorný 1999; Michel et al. 2000) .
A peculiar feature of Table 4 is the high fraction of S-type in all source regions. Based on present set of NEAs and the dynamical model by Greenstreet et al. (2012) , one asteroid below 5 km diameter out of four should be an S-type in the outer belt and the same applies to Jupiter family comets. Although the census of composition in this size range (3-5 km) is far from being complete in these regions, there is a bias toward detecting S-types due to their high albedo (≈0.20) compared to that of the C/P/D-types found there (around 0.05, see Mainzer et al. 2011b ; DeMeo and Carry 2013, for albedo averages over taxonomic classes) S-types are minor contributors to the outer belt for diameters above 5 km (DeMeo and Carry 2014) and searches for S-type material have been unsuccessful among Cybeles, Hildas, and Trojans (see Brown 2003, 2004; Emery et al. 2011; Fornasier et al. 2004 Fornasier et al. , 2007 Yang and Jewitt 2007, 2011; Roig et al. 2008; Gil-Hutton and Brunini 2008; Marsset et al. 2014) . However, only 4% of the sample (42 objects) are predicted to originate from the OB and JFC source regions. The results for these regions is, thus, based on small number statistics. The large fraction of S-types in these source regions suggests nevertheless that dynamical models may require further refinements. Table 3 : List of NEAs with a low δv, hence potential targets for space missions. For each NEA, the taxonomic class determined here is reported, together with the dynamical class, the absolute magnitude and the orbital elements. The targets of the asteroid-deflection mission AIDA (Didymos) and of the return-sample missions Hayabusa (Itokawa), OSIRIS-REx (Bennu), and Hayabusa2 (Ryugu) are also included for comparison.
Class
Source regions IMB 3−5 km MC ν 6 MMR 3:1 OB JFC (#) (%) A 0.4 ± 5.9 0.5 ± 6.3 0.3 ± 5.5 0.0 ± 3.0 0.0 ± 3.0 9 0.4 B 2.4 ± 5.8 1.7 ± 5.4 2.9 ± 6.1 6.1 ± 7.5 0.4 ± 4.3 34 1.5 C 15.7 ± 5.2 20.5 ± 5.4 22.7 ± 5.6 38.6 ± 6.6 47.3 ± 10.6 589 25.7 D 2.5 ± 5.7 2.3 ± 5.6 2.5 ± 5.8 5.8 ± 7.2 9.7 ± 8.5 20 0.9 K 2.8 ± 5.9 2.5 ± 5.8 2.4 ± 5.7 4.8 ± 6.9 1.8 ± 7.3 57 2.5 L 3.8 ± 5.9 3.4 ± 5.7 4.4 ± 6.1 1.9 ± 5.1 0.4 ± 4.2 73 3.2 Q 3.6 ± 5.6 4.3 ± 5.8 6.3 ± 6.4 3.8 ± 5.8 2.4 ± 5.5 0 0.0 S 52.8 ± 4.6 44.5 ± 4.6 42.0 ± 4.8 23.8 ± 4.8 23.4 ± 6.9 1145 50.0 V 13.0 ± 5.5 15.6 ± 5.7 12.5 ± 5.5 7.0 ± 5.0 3.0 ± 4.7 247 10.8 X 3.2 ± 5.5 4.7 ± 6.0 4.0 ± 5.8 8.1 ± 7.2 11.7 ± 10.3 117 5.1 Table 4 : Relative fraction of each taxonomic class (by number of objects) from each source region defined by Bottke et al. (2002) and Greenstreet et al. (2012) , compared with the distribution of taxonomic types among 3 to 5 km inner Main Belt (IMB) asteroids (where Q-types are merged with S-types, see DeMeo and Carry 2013).
Spectral slope and space weathering
Size dependence of spectral slope
A size dependency of the spectral characteristics of S-type asteroids has been detected early on (e.g., Gaffey et al. 1993) and a correlation between size and spectral slope among NEAs and MCs was shown by Binzel et al. (2004) based on a sample of 187 S-and 20 Q-types. Independently of the other reddening effects due to grain size (see, e.g., Cloutis et al. 2015) and solar phase angle (Bell et al. 2002; Sanchez et al. 2012; , this trend has been associated with space weathering, causing the spectrum of Q-types, i.e., that of ordinary chondrites made of assemblage of olivine and pyroxenes, to redden into S-type spectra under the action of solar wind ions (see Sasaki et al. 2001; Strazzulla et al. 2005 , among many others). Even if the timescale of this reddening is still debated (from < 10 6 yrs by, e.g., Vernazza et al. (2009) to more than 10 9 yrs by, e.g., Willman and Jedicke (2011)), it is shorter than the age of the Solar System (see also Jedicke et al. 2004; Nesvorný et al. 2005; Willman et al. 2008 Willman et al. , 2010 Dell'Oro et al. 2011; Marchi et al. 2010 Marchi et al. , 2012 . Some regolith refreshing mechanisms must therefore be invoked to explain non-and less-weathered surfaces.
Because the collisional lifetime decreases with size, the surface is expected to be younger at smaller sizes. Smaller asteroids should therefore have a shallower spectral slope than larger bodies on average, albeit with a larger dispersion as collisions are a stochastic process (Binzel et al. 2004 ). This trend has been found recently for the small (diameter below 5 km) members of the Koronis family in the main belt (≈400 objects, Rivkin et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2011 Thomas et al. , 2012 . We present in Fig. 6 the spectral slope of 467 S-types plotted against their absolute magnitude. This sample is almost 3 times bigger than that of Binzel et al. (2004) , and although we cannot directly compare the values of the spectral slope due to the different definitions and normalization wavelength, we note that we observe the same linear trend from 5 to 1 km (also visible in Thomas et al. 2012 ). However, we do not observe an increase of the standard deviation toward smaller diameters nor a "saturation" regime below 1 km as visible in their Fig. 7 . If this trend seems to persist below 1 km, the statistical relevance of this information decreases, however, as the number of objects drops dramatically, both here and in Binzel et al. (2004) .
We interpret the difference between our findings and those reported by Binzel et al. (2004) as the effect of the larger sample, in which the signal to noise ratio of the data is roughly constant over the entire size range: contrarily to the spectral observations, generally noisier for small objects, the limiting factor of the present SDSS data is the apparent z ′ magnitude. Objects with four-bands photometry were brighter than magnitude 20 at the time of their observations, that is 2 magnitudes brighter than the limiting magnitude in g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ , over which the spectral slope is computed.
Perhaps not surprisingly, a similar trend is visible for the 38 Q-types displayed in Fig. 6 . These represent the youngest surfaces of their size range. Following the argument above, larger asteroids are refreshed less often than smaller objects, and this An approximative conversion to diameter is also reported (see Fig. 3 ). For both, a linear regression is presented, together with a running-window average (window size 50) for the sample of S-types. : Absolute magnitude of S-and Q-types asteroids against perihelion distance. Below H = 18 (95% of our MC sample), the Q/S fraction among NEAs and MCs is roughly similar (5-8%). The Q/S fraction rapidly increase for smaller diameters (H > 18) among NEAs, and many Q-types will be discovered in the sub-kilometer population of MCs.
also applies to Q-types on their path to redden into S-types, independently of the mechanism that originally reset their surface.
Planetary encounters refresh surfaces
If collisions play a stochastic role in modulating the spectral slope of silicate-rich asteroids (S-, A-, V-, Q-types), the question on the main rejuvenating process is still open. Binzel et al. (2010) and DeMeo et al. (2014b) have recently provided observational support to the mechanism proposed by Nesvorný et al. (2005) of close encounters with terrestrial planets. The tidal stress during the close encounters has been proposed to reveal fresh material (responsible for the Q-type appearance) via landslides and regolith shaking.
Both Binzel et al. (2010) and DeMeo et al. (2014b) investigated the orbital history 9 of two samples of near-Earth Q-and S-type asteroids, searching for planetary encounters "close enough" (up to a few lunar distances) to reset space weathering effect. As a results, all the Q-types they tracked had small MOID with either the Earth or Mars in the past 500,000 years, a time at which some level of space weathering should have already developed (see Sect. 6.1 above). A significant fraction of S-types had also small MOIDs with terrestrial planets. However, the MOID measures the distance between two orbits, and not between two bodies, and a small MOID does not necessarily implies encounters. The authors concluded that planetary encounters, with Mars and the Earth, could explain the presence of Q-types among NEAs (while they are rare among main-belt asteroids). They derived a putative range r ⋆ of 16 Earth radii at which the resurfacing could be felt by asteroids.
Independently, Nesvorný et al. (2010) used the sample by Binzel et al. (2010) , using a different approach. By tracking 10 test particles from NEA source regions (similar to Bottke et al. 2002 , in a way) to NEA space and using a simple step-function model for space weathering, they explored the possible range of planetary distances and space weathering timescales that would result in the amount and orbital distribution of the Q/S ratio. They concluded on a smaller sphere of influence of planets, with r ⋆ between 5 and 10 Earth radii. Contrarily to Binzel et al. (2010) , who only addressed Earth encounters, they found encounters with Venus were as effective as those with the Earth. They finally found that encounters with Mars were less important, and predicted a very small fraction of Q-types among Mars-crossers ( 1%).
The 23 Q-types candidates we identified among Marscrossers (Sec. 4) account for about 2.5% of the sample (and the Q/S ratio is about 5%). This ratio is smaller than for NEAs where it reaches 20% (the total fraction of Q-types among NEAs is 8%), but it is a lower limit. The Q/S fraction is indeed strongly diameter-dependent as illustrated in Fig. 7 . When comparing similar size range (H < 18, corresponding to 95% of the MC sample here), the Q/S fraction is roughly similar for NEAs and MCs, around 5-8%. The ratio jumps to 40% for sub-kilometric NEAs, and many more Q-types could be discovered among sub-kilometric MCs. Because of this high fraction of Q-types among MCs, challenging the prediction by Nesvorný et al. (2010) , we first derive the theoretical radius of influence during an planetary encounter by studying the forces acting on surface grains (Sec. 6.2.1 to Sec. 6.2.4) and then study the dynamical history of all the S-and Q-types asteroids presented here, recording their close encounters with massive bodies (Sec. 6.2.5).
Resurfacing model
While resurfacing of asteroids by planetary encounters has already been studied (Nesvorný et al. 2005 (Nesvorný et al. , 2010 Binzel et al. 2010; DeMeo et al. 2014b) , the physics of the surface was not (Levison and Duncan 1994) over 500 kyr, with a time step of 3.65 days. Minimum Orbital Insertion Distance (MOID) were averaged over 50 years. 10 Trajectories of 100 clones per asteroid, spread along the line of variation, were integrated also with swift3 rmvs over 1 Myr, with a time step of 1 days.
given much attention in the aforementioned articles. The velocity and duration of the encounter, the object's shape, internal structure, surface gravity, local slopes, rotation rate and orientation, and the nature of the pre-existing regolith and its cohesion, were listed as possible parameters dictating the distance at which an encounter can resurface the asteroid.
In the following we are interested in finding the mean processes responsible for resurfacing and the minimum close encounter distances at which it would occur. We thus consider a simple force balance equation describing the accelerations a surface particle is likely to experience at the moment of closest approach. A particle on the asteroid's surface is subject to the following forces during a flyby (e.g., Hartzell and Scheeres 2011) :
On the left-hand side of equation (1) we have summed all the forces that can displace the particle: F td are the tidal forces due to the planetary encounter, F c f is the centrifugal pseudo force due to the asteroid's rotation, F es is a repulsive electrostatic force that originates from the electric charging of surface particles, and F lt is the displacement force acting when the asteroid's rotation state changes (librational transport, see Yu et al. 2014 ). The right-hand side contains forces that can keep a particle in place: F ga is the self-gravity of the asteroid, F co is the cohesion between surface particles, and F sp is the solar radiation pressure. We describe the force model in detail in Appendix A and show in Fig. 8 their absolute magnitude as function of the diameter of surface grains.
To determine the minimum planet-to-asteroid distances that would result in the resurfacing of the asteroid, we consider two limiting cases (see Fig. 9 ). Easy and hard cases are defined based on whether the conditions for resurfacing are favorable or not, respectively. By doing so, we aim at deriving limits to distinguish regions in the parameter space where resurfacing is practically guaranteed, from regions that will leave the asteroid's surface untouched.
Easy resurfacing conditions
If the asteroid has a rotation rate close to the spin-barrier and it passes the planet with its spin axis perpendicular to the orbital plane of the hyperbolic encounter, i.e., with zero obliquity with respect to the planet, resurfacing is more likely. Since fast rotators are stable with regard to perturbations of the spin state, we can assume that the initial spin vector remains constant and librational transport will not play a role. Low self-gravity is also conducive to resurfacing. The effect of solar radiation pressure can be neglected, because it is orders of magnitude weaker than the other contributions.
Considering the high porosity of the first layers of asteroid surfaces Vernazza et al. (2012) that could originate from the electrostatic charging of the surface particles, we deem cohesion between surface particles to be negligible in this case. Since electrostatic inter-particle repulsion is already incorporated in the assumption of a highly porous upper layer of regolith, no additional electrostatic forces shall be considered. As Figure 9 : Schematic view of the easy (6.2.2) and hard (6.2.3) conditions for resurfacing. The forces acting on a surface particles are: F td are the tidal forces due to the planetary encounter, F c f is the centrifugal force due to the asteroid's rotation, F ga is the self-gravity of the asteroid, and F co is the cohesion between surface particles. a consequence of the above assumptions that yield the best case scenario in terms of resurfacing an asteroid, equation (1) simplifies to
Inserting the forces discussed in Appendix A into equation (2), we find the distance r ⋆ between the asteroid and the planet where all accelerations cancel. In other words, r ⋆ is the largest planet-to-asteroid distance at which a particle is no longer bound to the asteroid. If we assume the asteroid to be a tri-axial ellipsoid defined by R a ≥ R b ≥ R c , rearranging its surface can take place at a planetary distance of
where β = R b R c /R 2 a is a shape factor relating the three principle axes. Equation (3) describes a particle that is on the point of the surface farthest away from the center of rotation. It is easy to see that for any sort of ellipsoid shape the denominator in equation (3) shrinks. Therefore, ellipsoid shapes have extended resurfacing distances compared to spherical shapes (in which β = 1). Also, r ⋆ easy can become arbitrarily large when ω = ω sb = 4πGβρ/3 (with ρ the asteroid bulk density), i.e., when the asteroid's spin reaches the spin barrier (e.g., Pravec et al. 2006) . Since an asteroid is expected to have shed most of its surface material at the spin barrier ), resurfacing will become impossible. Therefore, we will only consider rotation states slightly below this limit (2π/ω = P ∼ 2.5 h).
Hard resurfacing conditions
Resurfacing becomes most difficult, on the other hand, if the asteroid has basically no rotation or an obliquity close to 90 o during its flyby. Then, there is no centrifugal acceleration that facilitates the collapse of rubble pile columns or lifts particles off the surface. Resurfacing is also more difficult if the asteroid mass is high, enhancing its self gravity. If electic charges of surface aggregates are feeble, the particles may settle and interlock in dense configurations that are dominated by cohesion rather than by electrostatic repulsion (Scheeres et al. 2010) . Finally, for non-rotating bodies a change in the asteroid rotation is likely to occur due to the dynamical instability of a non-rotating configuration during flybys. Hence, librational transport could, in principle, occur. Yet, since we are interested in the case where resurfacing is most difficult, we will neglect its contribution regardless. The equation describing a scenario when resurfacing is most difficult thus writes:
Following the same approach as for easy resurfacing and using equation (4) to derive r ⋆ hard leads to planetary distances that are far below the asteroid's disruption regime. Indeed, cohesive forces are dominating all other contributions for particle sizes below 10 −3 m, as visible in Fig. 8 , since 99% of the particles that cover the surface have radii below 10 −4 m (Appendix A.4). Consequently equation (4) is not a good estimator for the resurfacing limit. Since resurfacing is guaranteed when the asteroid enters the deformation or even disruption regime, we can simply use asteroid's Roche limit as a proxy for the conservative resurfacing distance. If we assume a perfectly spherical asteroid without rotation we have the following force equilibrium
and consequently
where once again, R is the asteroid's (maximum) radius, and m and M are the asteroid and the planet masses. The simple spherical Roche limit serves as a proxy for r ⋆ hard , as it would hold as a lower boundary should the asteroid be an ellipsoid.
Planet to NEA distance for resurfacing
We use the two relations determined above for easy and hard resurfacing to evaluate the minimum distance at which a planetary encounter can displace surface particles. We compute the easy and hard cases for the following parameters: an absolute magnitude of 20 (corresponding to diameter of 200 and 600 m for albedo of 0.5 and 0.05 respectively), a bulk density of 1.9 and 2.7 g.cm −3 , and a shape factor β of 0.21. We show these threshold distances for Venus, Earth, and Mars, as function of the asteroid rotation period in Fig. 10 . First, the difference between the easy and hard resurfacing distances is substantial, especially for fast rotator. Then, we find distances ranging from a couple of planetary radii up to 10 planetary radii in extreme cases, when the rotation period is close to the spin barrier. This is fully compatible, yet slightly lower, than the estimates of 5-10 planetary radii from Nesvorný et al. (2010) derived independently. This implies that resurfacing through planetary encounters is not common, as the encounters have to be very close.
However, one might ask whether it is permissible to simply ignore the effect of cohesion, as has been done in equation 5.
In fact, Figure 8 shows that cohesion dominates other forces up to millimeter sized particles. However, for larger particles this is no longer the case. If the asteroid comes close enough during its approach, tidal forces will then be strong enough to lift decimeter-to meter-sized objects on the surface of the asteroid. While objects of this size do not contribute significantly to the overall surface of the asteroid (Sánchez and Scheeres 2014), they can refresh the surface if displaced by triggering landslides for instance.
A similar line of thought can be used to argue that we may be able to ignore cohesive and tensile effects in the case of non-spherical objects, since the internal stresses decay rapidly towards the surface Sánchez and Scheeres 2014) . Such an approach would not be permissible, if we were searching for criteria to describe global deformation or complete asteroid failure. There, one would have to account for internal cohesion and material stresses (Sharma et al. 2006 ). Yet, as we are merely interested in whether the combination of forces acting during a close encounter can displace any sort of particle on the surface of the asteroid, we argue that our simplified approach is valid.
Dynamical simulations
We investigate the hypothesis of resurfacing by planetary encounters developed above by testing whether there is a significant difference in the number of potential resurfacing events between Q-and S-type asteroid samples. We probe the dynamical history of each asteroid by propagating its position together with a sample of 96 clones 0.5 Myrs into the past using a symplectic integrator based on Yoshida's T+V split (Yoshida 1990) with General Relativity (GR) correction (Lubich et al. 2010) . Symplectic integrators have the advantage that the error in the mean anomaly, i.e., the position on the planet on its orbit, does not grow as quickly as with standard propagators (Eggl and Dvorak 2010, and references therein) . Using an 8 th order integrator with a stepsize of 1 day in the drift in mean anomaly over 0.5 Myrs is less than 0.015 o in the two-body problem Sun-Earth, corresponding to a total along track displacement of less than 6 Earth radii. As for close encounters, the propagator is able to resolve all close encounters lasting more than 6 hours reasonably well. The limit resolution is reached for encounters lasting three hours. While the integration algorithm is not regularized, care has been taken to avoid losing accuracy due to imprecise calculation of accelerations and the accumulation of round off errors (e.g., via the use of Kahan summation).
Each simulation contained the following massive perturbers: the 8 planets, the barycenter of the Pluto system as well the major asteroids (1) Ceres, (2) Pallas, (4) Vesta and (10) Hygiea, henceforth referred to as the massive bodies. Initial conditions for the massive bodies were taken from JPL DE405 ephemerides at the epoch J2000. The initial conditions for the asteroids were constructed using the open source software OrbFit 11 (Milani et al. 2008) , taking all observations up to April 2014 into account. Asteroid orbits were fit to the nonrelativistic dynamical system containing all planets and the Pluto system. No asteroid perturbers were taken into account during the fitting process. Given the timescales involved in the orbit fitting and differential correction, the discrepancies arising from neglecting GR and the major perturbing asteroids on the investigated asteroids can be considered small compared to the orbit uncertainties.
The uncertainty covariance matrix resulting from the orbital fit was then sampled along the line of variation (Milani et al. 2000) from -3σ to +3σ with 96 clones per asteroid. The 96 clones were then propagated together with the nominal orbit in order to see the dispersion in phase space. All close encounters, with the Earth, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and the main perturbing asteroids were cataloged for each clone in form of close minimum encounter distance (MED) and time histograms. The following limit distances were used to trigger a close encounter log: Jupiter: 2.56956 au, Venus, Earth and Mars: 0.256956 au, the main perturbing asteroids: 0.0256956 au. These values correspond to approximately 7 Hill's radii for Jupiter, 25 for the Earth and Venus, 35 Hill's radii for Mars and 35-70 Hill's radii for the perturbing asteroids. Minimum encounter distances and velocities were calculated using cubic spline interpolation of the asteroid's orbit during its close encounter. Global minimum and average encounter distances together with their variances were also saved. In addition, minimum orbit intersection distances (MOIDs) were calculated every 800 days. Similarly to the MED values, MOID histograms, averages and variances were cataloged.
It should be mentioned that results stemming from integrating NEO orbits backwards in time need to be interpreted with care. Similarly to forward propagation NEAs on chaotic trajectories with the terrestrial planets have a relatively short horizon that limits an accurate prediction of their dynamical evolution (see, e.g., Michel 1997) In such cases even robust ensemble statistics will not yield reliable estimates on close encounter distances since the divergence of nearby solution becomes exponential. As a consequence, we decided to exclude those NEAs from the statistics as soon as the spread in clone encounter distances becomes large. In our dynamical study, we also excluded the Yarkovsky effect for the following reasons. First, the spin state and orientation of the chosen targets are largely unknown. While this could be remedied using a statistical distribution of drift parameters among the clones of each NEA as proposed, for instance, by Spoto et al. (2014) , this would only lead to an artificially increased spread in 96 clones making it harder to determine which NEAs are on chaotic orbits and which are not. Second, close encounters can change the spin state, making self-consistent predictions very difficult. That being said, Yarkovsky drift rates of our targets range between 10 −4 and 10 −3 au/Myr. The cross-track error that results from neglecting the Yarkovsky drift alone can range between 2-20 Earth radii over 0.5 Myrs, and along track position errors are much larger.
Regardless of the simplifications of our dynamical model, we find that all the Q-types have a minimum MOID allowing a close encounter with the Earth (18% of the sample), or Mars (100%) in the past 500,000 years (we use the median values from all the clones here). A large fraction of the S-type sample also present a minimum MOID that could have led to a close encounter with one of the terrestrial planets (12.9%, 6.7%, and 95.4% for the Earth, Venus, and Mars respectively), similarly to the situation presented by (Binzel et al. 2010 ) and (DeMeo et al. 2014b ). However, a small MOID does not necessary imply a close encounter: the MOID provides a measure of the distance between the orbits, not between the bodies. The typical example would be a Trojan asteroid, for which the MOID is small by definition, but that would never encounter the planet.
To overcome this issue, we also study the minimum encounter distance (MED) of the asteroids and their clones: that is the real distance between the particles and the massive bodies. However, even with a symplectic integrator, the drift in mean anomaly steadily increases with ephemeris time, and reach the level of a few planetary radii, at which the resurfacing is deemed to occur (see 6.2.4 above). Results for MED therefore potentially suffer from an underestimation of the number of close encounters, especially for the closest. The total number of detected MED resurfacing events is much less than the theoretically favorable number of configurations given by the encounter numbers using MOIDs. However, MEDs share the same trends with our MOID results.
The analysis using the median properties of each asteroid with its 96 clones seems therefore not conclusive: based on MED values, the planetary encounters are not expected to play any role in rejuvenating the surface of the Q-types, and based on MOID values, there should be more fresh surfaces (i.e., less Stypes) as the vast majority of our sample present small MOID with Mars. We therefore study the populations of S-and Qtypes statistically. We present in Fig. 11 the cumulative number of close encounters reaching the planetary distance for easy and hard resurfacing scenarios (see 6.2.2 and 6.2.3) between our sample of asteroids and Venus, the Earth, and Mars. There is a clear difference in the number of encounters experienced by the population of Q-types compared to the S-types sample for both Venus and the Earth. That is, the asteroids presenting a fresh surface, similar to ordinary chondrites and exempt of signature from space weathering, tend to have more close encounters with massive bodies that those asteroids with space-weathered surface. Significant resurfacing would thus occur from the stress during repetitive close encounters with planets. The distribution of encounters for both the Earth and Venus clearly highlights the sample of Q-types among the NEAs sample presented here (and somewhat provides an a posteriori validation of our classification into S-and Q-types, the two groups being apparently dynamically different).
Conversely, the encounter distribution with Mars is similar for both taxonomic classes, as both could theoretically have numerous encounters with Mars, within the expected distance suitable for resurfacing to occur. Among all the parameters recorded during the dynamical simulation, none showed a significant difference between the two populations and we are therefore limited to speculations. Because the sample of MCs studied here exhibit larger diameters than the NEAs encountering the Earth, they are deemed to be older. Their surface may therefore have reached the saturation state introduced by Marchi et al. (2012) , where rejunevation is inefficient. The frequent encounters with Mars would then no longer turn the Stype surfaces into Q-types. Another possibility is that the limit for easy resurfacing being tight to the rotation period and obliquity during the close encounter, only a small fraction of close encounters do trigger resurfacing events, with a preference for fast-spinning asteroids. A survey of rotation period of Q-types among NEAs and MCs population could address this point.
Conclusion
In this work, we report on the dynamical and surface properties of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs) and Mars-crosser asteroids (MCs), based on the analysis of their colors in the visible. Our sample includes: ′ , and i ′ ) also from our citizen-science project, for 254 of which we assign tentative taxonomic classification.
In total we have determined the taxonomic class of these 982 NEAs and MCs using the DeMeo-Carry taxonomy for SDSS colors (DeMeo and Carry 2013) , that is compatible with the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy based on V+NIR spectra (DeMeo et al. 2009) The sample of taxonomic classes presented here correspond to an increase of known classes by 40% and 600% for NEA and MC populations, respectively. Among those, 36 NEAs can be considered potential targets for space missions, owing to their low δv. Some candidates for rare taxonomic classes such as D-, L-, and K-types are present within this sample and would benefit from further spectral investigations.
We then use the sample of asteroids with taxonomic classes based on four-filter observations to study their source regions and the effect of planetary encounters on their surface properties. To this end
• we compare the distribution of taxonomic classes between our sample of NEAs and MCs and the source regions, using the predictions resulting from the dynamical model presented by Greenstreet et al. (2012) . The population of 2-5 km diameter asteroids in the main belt (DeMeo and Carry 2014) match closely the predictions from the sample presented here, supporting that the ν 6 secular resonance and the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter are the primary sources of kilometer-size NEAs; • we analyze the dependence of spectral slope on diameter for asteroids in the S-complex. A linear trend of shallower slope toward higher absolute magnitude is found; • we develop a simple force model on surface grains during a planetary encounter; • we investigate the planetary distance at which a resurfacing event is expected to occur, by considering two extreme cases to the simple force model, when the conditions are the most or conversely the least conducive to favorable resurfacing event. This distance is found to be a function of the rotation period and density of the asteroid, and of the spin obliquity during the encounters. It ranges from 2 to ≈10 planetary radii for Venus, the Earth, and Mars. Such values are consistent with previous estimates by Binzel et al. (2010) and Nesvorný et al. (2010); • we study the dynamical history of the sample of S-and Q-type by propagating their positions backward in time for 0.5 Myrs, together with 96 clones, using a symplectic post-Newtonian integrator. The population of Q-type presents statistically more encounters with Venus and the Earth at distance where resurfacing should occur than Stypes. However, both populations present a high number of encounters with Mars and are indistinguishable. This publication makes use of data products from the Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer, which is a joint project of the University of California, Los Angeles, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology, funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Funding for the creation and distribution of the SDSS Archive has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Participating Institutions, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Japanese Monbukagakusho, and the Max Planck Society. The SDSS Web site is http://www.sdss.org/.
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Appendix A. Forces model
In the following we will briefly discuss the force models used in equations (2) and (4).
Appendix A.1. Self gravity of the asteroid
On the surface of the asteroid a particle of mass µ will experience the following gravitational pull towards the asteroid's center of mass:
where G is the gravitational constant, m the mass and R the local radius of the asteroid.
Appendix A.2. Forces due to the Rotating Frame
In a rotating frame of reference, surface particles are subject to a centrifugal force F c f . It will suffice to consider principle axis rotation as we are primarily interested in best and worst case scenarios. Therefore, the particle feeling the maximum centrifugal acceleration then is located farthest from the axis of rotation and we have
Here, ω is the spin rate and φ the angle between the asteroid's spin axis and the vector r connecting the centers of gravity of the planet and the asteroid. In other words φ is the asteroids obliquity with respect to is planetocentric orbit. Consequently,
sb . This corresponds to a particle on the equator of a spherical asteroid with maximum radius R max and a rotation rate close to the spin barrier ω sb . As we assume that the particles are at rest on the surface, no Coriolis forces will have to be accounted for.
Appendix A.3. Tidal Acceleration
Asteroid that have close encounters with other massive bodies will experience tidal forces. Towards an asteroid's surface the tidal acceleration becomes stronger compared to volume elements that are closer to the center of gravity. Consequently surface particles are pulled away more easily than say boulders close to the center of the asteroid. A simple model for the tidal force acting on a particle with mass µ is:
where M is the mass of the planet and D the distance between the asteroid and the planet. In principle, there are additional tidal contributions from the sun, and the moon if the Earth is approached. Those are, however, small compared to the contribution of the Earth itself and shall, therefore, be neglected.
Appendix A.4. Particle Cohesion
The role of cohesion in rubble pile asteroids has been studied extensively over the past years (Scheeres et al. 2010; Hartzell and Scheeres 2011; Sánchez and Scheeres 2014) . It is currently understood that particle cohesion plays and important role in determining limits for rubble-pile asteroid failures, fission, and for the survival of contact binaries. The standard cohesion model as presented in Hartzell and Scheeres (2011) is based on van der Waals interaction in granular materials. The inter particle force can be modeled as:
where C = 5.14 × 10 −2 kg/s 2 is a material constant related to the Hamaker constant, S ∼ 1 is the so-called cleanliness ratio, a qualitative factor indicating the impurity of granular surface coatings and σ is the radius of the particles on the asteroid's surface. For a detailed discussion of equation A.4 see e.g. Hartzell and Scheeres (2011) . As it is harder to free larger particles or rocks from the surface, we will increase the particle radius that shall be lifted against cohesion. Equation (A.4) illustrates that the larger the particles and the cleaner the surface, the larger the cohesive force. Let us now determine the approximate size of the largest particles that will be relevant for our resurfacing considerations. For this purpose we assume an N ∝ (2σ) −3 distribution of the number of particles N on the asteroid's surface. Using equation (36) in Sánchez and Scheeres (2014) we can calculate the particle diameter up to which smaller particles cover 99% of the surface. This is σ = 100r 0 , where we furthermore assume that r 0 is of the order of the smallest particle radii that could be detected on Itokawa (r 0 ≃ 10 −6 m). Hence, practically all of the asteroid's surface is covered by particles smaller than 0.1 millimeters. Table B .2: The 254 asteroids with three-bands photometry classified in this work. For each, we list its IAU number and designation, taxonomic class, r ′ and i ′ filter reflectance, normalized to g ′ , the orbital elements (semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i), and the absolute magnitude.
Appendix B. Taxonomic classifications
# Name Class r ′ δr ′ i ′ δi ′ z ′ δz ′ a e i
